Statement 20/2016 concerning the Request for Statement 7/2016: "The Novice Singer's Need to Cope (PhD Candidate Kendrich Graemer M. Ong Tan, UCL-institute of Education, exchange student/education, School of Education, University of Tampere)

Decision/statement: The ethics committee has processed your request for statement in its meeting on 18th April 2016 and asks for the request for statement to be re-submitted for a new processing and presupposes that the following clarifications be presented. The committee presupposes that the answers are detailed:

1. Who is an official supervisor of your dissertation?
2. Who is the person in charge at the university of Tampere?
3. Is your research related to the larger research entity? What is the name of that research (a short description), if there is one? The ethics committee presupposes more detailed answer than before!
4. Have you gathered research material/data in Britain?
5. The command of English of the interviewees; how is it guaranteed that interviewees have adequate command of English in order to give profound answers? Do you pick only those persons to the quota who have best command of English?
6. How do you concretely act if there is or appears traumatizing things in the interview?

The request for statement should be sent to the secretary of the committee Heikki Eilo (heikki.eilo@uta.fi).
Tampere, April 20\textsuperscript{th}, 2016

Chair of the committee  Markku Ojanen

Secretary  Heikki Eilo